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INSIDEUnited States Swim School Association Core Purpose
To provide resources to assist our members in achieving 

their goals in the learn to swim business.

United States Swim School Association Core Values
Provide opportunities for learning and sharing for our 
members. Help maintain high ethical and professional 

standards in our industry. Provide business development 
education for our members.

	 Customers	form	10	impressions	of	you	in	the	first	
5	seconds.	What	first	impression	are	you	leaving	with	
them? And more importantly, what perception is your 
staff leaving with them? 

 Everyday we communicate through our gestures, body 
language, posture, facial expression and eye contact. 

 In the service industry it is important that we really 
pay attention to these non-verbal messages. In any 
face-to-face interaction, we can easily send the wrong 
message to a customer if we don’t acknowledge the 
power of those non-verbal cues. 

 To help participants in my training programs learn 
the simple reminders of positive communication, I 
teach them the SOFTEN technique. I think Mae West 
sums it up best in one of her famous quotes. 

 “It’s not what you say; it is how you say it. It’s not 
what you do; it’s how you do it ...but most importantly, 
it’s how you look when you say it and you do it.” 

 The SOFTEN technique can be used in a variety 
of situations. When you are developing rapport with 
a new friend or calming an upset customer. The 
acronym is a great reminder that will help you improve 
just about any relationship. 

S stands for Smile
 A smile is an expression of welcome. It conveys 

pleasure, happiness, or amusement. When you smile, 
it displays a good attitude, a sense of humor, a caring 
approach. In the service business, a smile is required 
for you to succeed. Throughout your day, check to 
see what expression you have on your face. Your 
confidence	shows	when	you	smile.	

O stands for Open Posture
 Open posture demonstrates your open-mindedness 
and closed body posture makes it appear as if you don’t 
care or don’t want to listen. 

 Perhaps you have been in a conversation when the 
person you were talking to crossed their arms. In that 
moment, everything changed. For some reason, it shut 
off the lines of communication and you felt like they 
weren’t listening any more. 

 Now really, this doesn’t make sense because 
what do our arms have to do with listening? The key 
is understanding that those crossed arms subliminally 
create a barrier and crossed arms hinder positive 
communication. 

 Now I am not saying you should never cross your 
arms again, I am just reminding you that when you do 
cross your arms, you risk making the other person feel 
like you are tuning them out. 

F stands for Lean Forward 
 Leaning forward slightly shows you are attentive and 

Using the SOFTEN Technique to Promote
Positive Perceptions

By Ruby Newell-Legner, CSP
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Hi, everyone!  I’m 
hopeful that you are 
all enjoying the start 
of a great summer. 
Here, on Long Island, 
the weather has been 
somewhat strange, with 
unseasonably cool and 
rainy days.  Hopefully, 
this will all change 
before too long, as it’s 
not very good for my 
handicap (golf).

As far as our industry is 
concerned, it has been 
an interesting year thus 

far, to say the least. Between the economy, poor 
weather	and	apprehension	about	the	swine	flu,	we	
have had our challenges; however, considering 
all of the above, I’m glad to say that whatever the 
reason, things still appear to be very good.   At our 
facilities here on Long Island, we pushed a little 
harder on the sales end, tightened the belt buckle 
expense wise, and became very creative with a one 
day special offer that drew in a good number of 
new customers. 

However, the most exciting project we’ve taken 
on	so	far	this	year	was	to	create	a	non-profit	
foundation called “Lessons for Life,” as a means 
of  raising funds for those in need.  If you would 
like more information please visit our website at 
LessonsForLifeFoundation.org

As you read this newsletter, let’s hope that we 
will	be	looking	forward	to	a	warm	and	profitable	
summer. I trust that you are all preparing to 
attend our 21st annual conference in San Diego 
this coming October.  I believe that between the 
networking for this and the Championships Club 
Conference, both have helped to keep us on the 
top of the industry. 

Well, until we see each other in October, have a 
great summer!

    Sincerely,

    Jim Hazen
   Saf-T-Swim, Inc. President and Owner

   President, US Swim Schools Association

From the President’s desk

US Swim School Association Headquarters
Mailing address: P.O. Box 17208, 

Fountain Hills, AZ 85269

Physical address: 17362 E. Calaveras Ave., 

Fountain Hills, AZ 85268

Telephone: 480-837-5525

Fax: 480-836-8277

E-mail: Office@usswimschools.org

Website: www.usswimschools.org

Executive Director: Sue Mackie

Association Officers
President: Jim Hazen, 631-580-7231

Vice President: Tyler Brewer, 815-282-3488

Association Board: Marla Blauman, 949-455-2535; Mary 

Reilly-Magee, 210-492-2606; Jeff Purchin, 805-481-6399; 

Ron Sciarro, 480-649-8687; Wayne Ziegler, 410-420-7665

Mark Your Calendar

Back Row: Tyler Brewer, Jim Hazen, Wayne Ziegler.
Front Row: Marla Blauman, Mary Reilly-Magee, Ron Sciarro, Jeff Purchin

August 3-7, 2009
3rd International Swim 
Schools Conference 
Treasure Island, Fiji

October 5-7, 2009
WABC 2009
Vancouver, Canada

October 14-16, 2009
National Conference
San Diego, California 
Pre-Conference Business 
Courses offered October 
13, 2009



anxious to assist your customer. Now don’t go overboard 
and get in their face, I am just recommending that you lean 
forward a little bit. Just lean forward about 2 inches. Not 
to the point that you fall forward. Don’t lose your balance. 
The goal is to subliminally say “I’m here for you...” That 
lean forward will let them know that you are eager to help. 

T stands for Tone of Voice
 A clear, audible, and enthusiastic voice is 
recommended to send a positive professional message. 

 After coaching swimming for 20 years I have a 
coach’s voice. I have scared small animals and children 
with that voice. I’ve made babies cry by accidentally 
using that voice at the wrong time. Sometimes I will 
be walking in an airport and a kid will take off across 
the concourse running and without even thinking I will 
yell....”WALK.” I can’t help myself, too many years on 
the pool deck as a lifeguard.  

 Remember, your tone of voice says a lot about 
what you are trying to communicate. 

E stands for Eye Contact
 Eye contact provides important social and emotional 
information; people, perhaps without consciously doing 
so, probe each other’s eyes and faces for positive or 
negative mood signs. Eye contact shows that they have 
your undivided attention. 

 When you engage with another person’s eyes, 
you connect with them on another level. Now I am not 
talking about Charles Manson-type eye contact...that 
is a bit much. Just connect and then linger a little bit 
past comfortable before you look away. That creates a 
strong connection. 

N stands for Nod to Acknowledge
 Nodding your head shows that you are listening and 
that you want to hear everything they have to say. I have 

to confess that sometimes I nod my head to keep my 
mouth out of trouble. It helps me close my lips. It is a little 
self-reminder that it isn’t my turn to talk yet. 

 The SOFTEN Technique is so simple and easy to 
remember. You won’t even need a printout of this article 
the next time you go to remind yourself to build trust and 
rapport. Just remember the simple acronym S-O-F-T-E-N. 

 Remember - Your reputation is only as good as 
the impression you leave with every patron. Use the 
SOFTEN technique to enhance your dialogue with 
each individual you serve. In our business, positive 
communication is everything. 

The SOFTEN Technique is covered much more 
in depth in Ruby’s DVD Module on 

“Communicating with Our Customers.”

© 2008 RubySpeaks, Inc. You are free to reprint 
or share this article providing you include Ruby’s 
copyright information, leave it unaltered and include 
Ruby’s contact information on the page.

RubySpeaks, Inc.  
Ruby Newell-Legner, CSP 
9148 W. Vandeventor Dr.

Littleton, CO 80128
Phone: 303-933-9291

Fax: 303-904-2966
Email:	Info@RubySpeaks.com

Don’t miss Ruby Newell-Legner, author of the above 
article, as she presents at the Association’s 2009 National 
Conference.  Ruby’s dynamic, high-impact presentations 
support her goal “to provide the hands-on training 
employees need to create a more productive work 
environment where everyone can excel on the job.”  Her 
keynote speech and additional workshop will be filled 
with enthusiasm, energy and passion!  She is a must see!

continued from front page



A Warm Welcome to Our New & Returning Members...
Aqua Works / Vattenverksta’n
 Anne Asterhall – Kyrkhult, Sweden
Aquanilo
 Yaron Landow – Woodbury, NY 
Aqua-Tots of Austin
 Andy Neillie – Austin, TX
Baby Seals Swim Academy
	 Steffi	Saul-Ketzler	–	Atascadero,	CA
Colorado Springs Swim School
 Tina Dessart – Colorado Springs, CO
Dolfun Swim Lessons
 Ann Rosecrance & Mitch Goldstein – Lafayette, CA
Dolphin Babies Swim School
 Nancy Roth – Las Vegas, NV
Gunstock Aquatics
 Kendra Smith – Laie, HI
Houston Swim Club Pearland
 Dan Schoen – Pearland, TX
McKamy Swim School
 Michael McKamy – Omaha, NE
Seriously Fun USA
 James Wagner – Steubenville, OH

Streamline Swim School
 Heidi Nigel – El Dorado Hills, CA
Swim With Mary
 Mary McLaughlin – Dana Point, CA
Tadpole Swimming
 Stephanie Greco – San Diego, CA 
Tall Thom’s Swim School
 Thom McAneney – Fort Pierce, FL
ThinknSwim, LLC
 Zing Allsopp – Sugar Land, TX
Water Wise Swim School
 Danelle Helseth – Cape Coral, FL 

We are looking forward to having all of you as 
members of the Association. If you have any 

questions please feel free to call or 
e-mail the office at 480-837-5525 or 

office@usswimschools.org.
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The professionals at 

RMS have more than 

30 years experience 

accessing insurance 

products that meet the 

needs of swimming 

lesson programs 

across the country. 

Our insurance 

professionals can 

guide you through our 

available insurance 

coverages and 

customize a program 

specifically for your 

organization.

Toll Free 800.777.4930
Fax 602.274.9138 

P.O. Box 32712 • Phoenix, AZ 85064-2712

Proud sponsor of the United States Swim School Association

OFFERING…
General Liability
Excess Liability
Property
Director’s & Officer’s Liability
Pool Management
Pool Premises
Crime
Special Events
Worker’s Compensation
(Not available in all states)

Visit us online at www.theriskpeople.com 
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Strategies for Success with Dramatic Three-Year-Olds
By Sharron Crowley

Aquaventures Centre, Vancouver, BC

 At one time or another, we have all been faced with 
the	challenge	of	dealing	with	a	crying	child.		The	first	
experience for a child in a swimming lesson environment 
should be a happy and positive one.  Swimming lessons 
can cause uncertainty not only for the child, but for 
parents as well.  A crying child is not uncommon.  The 
child is simply expressing emotional discomfort due to 
fear of an unknown or new environment or separation 
from the parent.  Separation anxiety is a factor that 
affects everyone involved.  The instructor is faced with 
managing the child and advising his/her parents.

 Here are some helpful strategies to facilitate a 
smooth and productive lesson:

How to Help the Child:

 • Every child is different, so your approach should 
	 	 reflect	the	personality	of	the	child	you	are	teaching,	
  i.e. be bold with keen students, be softer with those 
  who are shy, and humour always helps!

 • It is extremely important to acknowledge fear   
  and uncertainty.  Phrases that are learner-centred 
  and concentrate on the inner feelings of the 
  individual are critically important – “How did that 
  feel?” or “Wasn’t that easier?”
 
 • Converse with the child – they DO understand.  
  Find out why they are crying.
 
 •		Provide choices that will give the result you want.  
  Do not pose a question that sets you up for a
  “NO!” Instead of: “Would you like to go for a 
  swim?”, use: “Would you like to do one or two 
  swims right now?”
 
 • Be patient, as gradual integration helps to build trust.
 
 • Let the child observe while in the pool or allow 
  him/her to hang on your back.  Physical 
  dependency builds trust when verbal reasoning is 
  not effective.  This is mainly to keep him/her 
  involved in the class in any capacity.
 
 •	If extra deck help is available, allow this assistant to 
  sit with the child.
 
 • Use familiar activities and consistent keywords.

 •	Practice	the	fundamentals	to	build	confidence	
  in their abilities (i.e. bubbles/breath control, 
  head position).

 •	Boost	a	child’s	confidence	with	praise	for	every	
  small accomplishment.

How to Advise the Parent:

 •	Have the parent walk with their child to enter 
  the pool, if possible, then they can calmly sit 
  down with a pleasant facial expression.
 
 • If the child is unwilling to participate, encourage 
  the parent to physically pass you their child. By 
  handing their child to you, the parent is showing 
  the child that he/she trusts you.
 
 •	If the child is still not able to work with you and 
  is continually calling for his/her parent, have the 
  parent break eye contact and “hide in plain 
  sight” – this can easily be done by looking at 
  a magazine every time the child looks at you.  
  This accelerates the child’s dependency and 
  bonding with you.
 
 •	If the child refuses to stay with the teacher, and 
  the designated observation area is on the deck, 
  you may need to ask the parent to leave. 
  Sometimes parents can be a distraction and 
  hindrance to the child’s progress.

 •	Find out from the parent why the child may be 
  crying.  In addition to separation anxiety, factors 
  can include nap time, not feeling well, changes  
  at home, changes in routine, etc.

 •	Have	the	parent	boost	a	child’s	confidence	with	
  praise for every small accomplishment.
 
 •	After the class:
  
   • Encourage the parent to continue talking 
    to the child about swimming lessons.
   
   • Have the parent swim with the child 
    another time of the week, other than at 
    lessons.  This will help to distinguish 
    between swimming with the teacher and 
    swimming with parents – show the child 
    that it is possible to have both!

 Crying normally stops after three to four lessons.  
At	the	very	least,	crying	slows	down	after	the	first	
few lessons.  Your patience will be rewarded with a 
swimmer	who	is	not	only	confident,	but	most	of	all,	
has a lifelong love for the water!
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Energy-Smart Swimming
By Terry Laughlin

 I swam in high school and college nearly 40 years 
ago – not especially well -- and still have vivid memories 
of	it.	After	flunking	the	tryout	for	my	grammar	school	
team, and spending my high school years in the slow 
lane (of an undistinguished team), I became a role player, 
but never a star, in college. 

 My guiding principle 
was Work as hard as 
humanly possible. I hadn’t 
had a good set unless I 
“saw God,” nor a good 
workout unless I could 
barely drag myself from the 
pool afterward. I’ve had a 
good deal more success 
in coaching than I had as 
a swimmer – until lately. 
Since age 55, I’ve swum the 
28.5-mile Manhattan Island 
Marathon, won multiple 
USMS championships, 
broke a couple of National 
Masters records and 
been the top-ranked 
Long Distance Swimmer 
in the 55-59 age group. 

What’s been different from my teens? Instead of trying 
to be the hardest worker, I look for  the easiest way to 
complete every task – partly because I’m no longer 
young and strong, but also because of an article in 
Popular Mechanics (http://www.popularmechanics.com/
technology/military_law/4223354.html)
 The article described what some engineers learned 
while designing a swim foil for the Navy Seals. After 
comparing human swimmers with dolphins, they 
calculated that humans typically convert only 3% of 
“horsepower” into forward motion, while dolphins 
convert 80%! For comparison, elite swimmers are 
less	than	10%	efficient	(that’s	right,	even	Michael	
Phelps wastes over 90%), but still this is over 300% 
more	efficient	than	recreational	swimmers.		What	
swim teachers should learn from this are: (1) The most 
important thing we can do for students is to teach them 
to save energy; and (2) You do that by teaching them to 
reduce drag before teaching them to pull and kick.  To 
illustrate	I’ll	describe	the	first	two	steps	Total	Immersion	
uses when teaching freestyle.

#1 Cooperate with Gravity 
 Humans have an instinctive fear of sinking. Actually, 
sinking is normal -- even helpful. The natural position 
for a human body is 95% underwater. The only naturally 
buoyant part of the body is the lungs; your lower body 
tends to sink. As gravity drags your legs down, buoyancy 

pushes your lungs up. That uphill position hugely 
increases frontal resistance, or drag. What’s more, 
a non-swimmer interprets that sinking sensation as 

life-threatening, causing them to do whatever it takes to 
stay	afloat.	Survival	strokes	are	exhausting	and	massively	
inefficient.	The	increased	resistance	and	turbulence	is	
massive energy waster.  
 Since gravity is an irresistible force, it makes more 
sense	to	use	it	than	fight	it.	Do	that	by	relaxing	into	the	
water. When you do, you’ll discover that you feel more 
comfortable. Not only will you save energy by relaxing, 
but	also	there’s	less	drag	below	the	surface	(where	fish	
swim) than at the surface (where humans try to swim.) 
We teach students to cooperate with gravity with a drill 
we call Superman Glide:

 Push and Glide. Push off and glide with arms 
extended shoulder width, hands hanging from the wrists 
and head hanging between the shoulders. Glide as far as 
you can without kicking…even if your legs sink. For now 
just relax and experience effortless support no matter 
how brief. Also, teach yourself to not react to the sinking 
sensation. Instead be calmly observant. Repeat several 
times, trying to glide a bit farther each time.  If your pool 
is shallow, see how few push-and-glides it takes you to 
complete a length.

 Streamline then Flutter.  Extend your arms without 
tensing your shoulders. Extend your feet into streamline 
to minimize drag. Feel as if you’ve lengthened your 
bodyline, from wrists to heels, by a few millimeters, but 
without strain. Repeat until you imprint the feeling of 
full-body	streamline.	Finally	add	a	gentle	flutter,	but	think	
of it as an “active streamline” with minimal knee bend 
and streamlined feet. Feel it in your midsection, not your 
thighs.  If you can’t maintain momentum with a gentle 
kick, or need a breath, stand and push off again.

#2 Take the path of least resistance 
 The most important factor in swimming – the 
thing that makes us tired or slow -- is that water is 
nearly 1000 times denser than air. The resistive force 
of water is massive compared to the puny propulsive 
forces humans can muster. Now consider how much 

Terry practicing Right Skate

TI Coach Fiona Laughlin 
swimming low-drag freestyle



emphasis you’ve put on active streamlining vs. how-to-
pull-and-kick while teaching. 
 Low-drag bodies – from F-16s to bullet trains to 
barracuda – are tapered in front, sleek behind. The pointy 
leading edge gradually separates air or water molecules 
before the thicker part comes through. Otherwise, the 
molecules move crazily, creating waves, turbulence, and 
momentum-sapping	eddies.	A	sleek	and	balanced	fish	
body is perfectly designed to minimize turbulence. A 
human body – head whipping, arms and legs churning 
-- is almost perfectly designed to maximize it. 
	 Traditional	concepts	about	technique	reflect	an	
upper-body/lower-body division -- “Arms pull me 
forward. Legs kick me forward.”  That just increases 
drag. Total Immersion emphasizes active streamlining 
by teaching freestyle as Right-Side-Streamline 
rhythmically alternating with Left-Side-Streamline. We 
teach	it	by	starting	and	finishing	all	drills	in	a	low-drag	
position we call Skating.

Simple Skating
 We teach Skating by a multi-step process, but you 
can take a shortcut from Superman Glide to Skating. 

 1. Push off into Superman Glide. Check that your 
head is hanging between your shoulders, and both arms 
are extended at shoulder width with hands hanging. 

 2. Pull one arm. Pull your left arm back, while 
extending the right forward. Keep your head in place, 

looking down. Your right hand should still be hanging 
and in front of – or slightly outside – your shoulder line. It 
feels most natural to have it in front of your nose. It takes 
concentration to keep it wider.

 3. Rotate just enough. As you pull back, your left 
shoulder should barely clear the surface. Avoid rotating 
to a “stacked” position -- that will move the right arm to 
the centerline. Check that the right hand is relaxed with 
slightly-separated	fingers	hanging	down	and	wrist	slightly	
below elbow.

 4. Practice . . .	this	sequence,	first	to	Right	Skate,	
then to Left Skate. Stand when you lose momentum 
or need a breath. Repeat 10 or more times aiming for 
the sleekest, most balanced bodyline, maintained with 
minimal kicking and turbulence.

 These drills are illustrated in Lessons 1 and 2 of Total 
Immersion’s Easy Freestyle  (http://www.totalimmersion.
net/store/home-page/easy-freestyle-21st-century-
techniques-for-beginners-to-advanced-swimmers.
html) DVD. Five additional lessons teach the rest of the 
freestyle stroke in easy steps.

 Terry Laughlin is the founder and Head Coach of 
Total Immersion. He invites you to read his blog.  (http://
www.totalimmersion.net/blog/blogger/Terry/)
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How Well Do Swim Diapers Work?
How well do they contain a watery diarrhea accident typical 

of a Cryptosporidium (Crypto) infected child?
 Here are some results from a UNC – Charlotte 
research study.  The study examined how well a 
variety of swim diapers trap or release microspheres 
that mimic Crypto. This work was presented at the 
2008 World Aquatic Health™ Conference.

Microsphere Releases in Time for Different Swim 
Diaper Combinations (%)
 What percentage of the 10 million Crypto-like 
particles remain in a swim diaper 5 minutes after a 
release event? The answer is that only 10-62% of Crypto 
remain in the swim diaper after 5 minutes. In the majority 
of these experiments more than 50% of these 5-micron 
sized	particles	were	released	within	the	first	2	minutes.	
Whether you release 3.8, 5, or 9 million Crypto into the 
pool, a serious problem is created for the swimmers. 
Therefore, swim diapers are not the best solution. 

 Working to prevent fecal accidents remains the 
best defense. Parents and children must be educated 
about the Six “PLEAs” recommended by the CDC for 
protection against recreational water illnesses: 

1. PLEASE do not swim when you have diarrhea. 
You can spread germs in the water and make other 
people sick.

2. PLEASE do not swallow pool water. Avoid getting 
water in your mouth.

3. PLEASE practice good hygiene. Take a shower 
before swimming and wash your hands after using 
the toilet or changing diapers.

4. PLEASE take your kids on bathroom breaks or 
check diapers often. Waiting to hear “I have to go” 
may mean it’s too late.

5. PLEASE change diapers in a bathroom or a 
diaper-changing area and not at poolside.

6. PLEASE wash your child thoroughly (especially the 
rear end) with soap and water before swimming.

 In the event fecal accidents occur, it is important 
to note that very high chlorine levels are needed 
to inactivate Crypto. As a result, operators should 
consider other techniques at their facility to help 
inactivate Crypto and to reduce the risk of RWI. 
For example, ultraviolet light (UV) systems or ozone 
systems have been shown to inactivate Crypto. Dr. 
Amburgey and his colleagues have also shown that 
water	clarifiers	can	help	sand	filters	to	remove	the	vast	
majority of Crypto	as	it	passes	through	a	sand	filter.

Tips to Reduce the Impact of Crypto:

	 •	Educating	patrons	on	the	Six	“PLEAs”	is	the	key	
 to preventing Crypto outbreaks.
 
	 •	On	their	own,	sand	filters	are	not	very	efficient		
 at removing Crypto (about 2 days to remove 90%  
 and close to a week to remove 99.9% Crypto).

	 •	With	proper	water	clarifier	use,	99.6%	of	the	
 Crypto can be removed more quickly (i.e., with 
	 a	single	passage	through	the	filter)	versus	23.3%	
	 without	clarifier.

	 •	Regular	use	of	water	clarifiers	can	help	mitigate	
 Crypto outbreaks.

	 •	Consider	other	lines	of	defense	at	your	facility	
	 including	UV,	Ozone,	or	enhanced	filtration	to	
 reduce the risk of RWI outbreaks.

 For more information on Crypto and to download 
the CDC poster on the Six “PLEAs” for Protection 
against RWIs, go to the Crypto Tool Kit on our 
website at http://www.nspf.org/CryptoToolkit.html.

Reprinted with permission from the National Swimming 
Pool Foundation® (NSPF®). 

Board Candidates
	 Election	for	Board	Candidates	to	fill	one	vacant	
board position and the VP/President Elect position 
will be held in October at the Annual Conference 
(and by mail for those not in attendance.) There is 
still time to submit your name if you are interested.  
The Board of Director position is a 3 year term, and 

the VP/President Elect is a four year term.  You 

must have already served on the Association’s 
Board of Directors as a board member to be eligible 
for the VP/President Elect position. Interested 
individuals should contact Sue at 480-837-5525 or 
SueMackie@usswimschools.org.	Our	first	member	
to throw his hat in the ring is Dave Tonnesen, from 
Swimkids Swim School.



US Swim School Association
Champions Club will set sail in 2010….

Business Course Updates and Stimulating Offerings 
at 2009 National Conference 

 We are excited to announce that the Champions 
Club	retreat	for	2010	will	be	on	a	first	class	cruise	ship	
in the Western Caribbean.

 We will be cruising on one of Royal Caribbean’s 
top of the line ships. This ship will feature some 

of the cruise industry’s most amazing features – a 
rock-climbing wall, a basketball court, an ice-skating 
rink	and	an	in-line	skating	rink.	There	is	also	a	five	
story theatre, a casino, miniature golf course and a 
spectacular three story dining room. This ship has it 
all….. including lots of cabins with balconies and all 
the luxurious amenities that you could ask for. 

Dates: January 30, 2010 - February 4, 2010

Schedule Will Include: 
 Day 1 Depart from Miami, FL (PM)
 Day 2 Cruising – Day at Sea and Meetings
 Day 3 Labadee, Haiti
 Day 4 Ochos Rios, Jamaica
 Day 5 Cruising – Day at Sea and Meetings
 Day 6 Return to Miami, FL (AM)

 So ….Mark your calendars and get ready for some 
Relaxation, Education & Fun on the water in 2010.

 Forty Swim Schools took advantage of the 
full day seminar put on by Dave Dubois at last 
year’s National Conference in Phoenix. From 
that seminar the Association received fantastic 
feedback and requests for more opportunities 
like this.  The Board of Directors listened to 
members and has revamped the Business 
Development Course Series offered at each 
National Conference.  Improvements include a 
more diverse selection of Business-related topics 
presented by professionals in their respective 
fields.  These courses will be accompanied by 
pre-event webinars that members can also take 
advantage of.
 
 For the 2009 Conference we are excited 
to offer two half-day business seminars.  We 
are thrilled to bring back Sean Dever, CPA and 
financial planner who provides tax, accounting 
and financial services to swimming, gymnastic 
and child sport centers in the U.S. As a small 
business owner himself (including a swim 
school), Sean knows the areas of concern and 
will share his expertise on topics such as taxes, 
bookkeeping, financial planning, business 
valuation, and tax planning for business buyers 
and seller.  Sean was a favorite at the 2005 
conference in Houston.  Sean’s specific topics 
will be: Positive Profits – How to improve any 

bottom line; Unraveling the Mystery of the 
Balance Sheet; and The Business Doctor Is In.   

 Then to meet members’ on-going needs 
to stay current in the ever-changing world of 
Information Technology, we are pleased to be 
able to offer the proficiency, know-how and 
skilled capabilities of Jon Davis, owner of Left 
Brain Techs, Inc..  With Jon’s 20+ years of 
experience, he will help you discover ways our 
technology can function more smoothly for your 
business needs.  Although Jon is highly skilled 
in the business of technology, he speaks to his 
clients and his audience in language everyone 
can understand.  This detailed presentation will 
cover such topics as: Understanding your server 
and getting all you need from it; consolidation 
of information; Internet usage and monitoring; 
Policies to cover Internet use, Emails and 
program installation at your business; disaster 
recovery; uninterrupted power supply; 
networking equipment and remote access. 
His presentation will be tailored to answering 
the questions and meeting the needs of those 
in attendance to this half-day seminar.  You 
won’t want to miss out on this opportunity 
to receive personalized attention and 
assistance from such a highly qualified and 
UNDERSTANDABLE professional! 9
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Advertising on a Budget
By Nick Dobbs

Catch the Wave Swim Club - South Beloit, Illinois
 Advertising, while necessary for success and growth, 
can be devastating to a budget.  With a recession in full 
force some cost effective advertising might be useful.  
Here are a few ways that might help.
 Many schools have been using craigslist as a 
recruiting tool for new employees but did you know that 
you can post services on craigslist for NO CHARGE.  
Posting swim lessons in the service section is free and a 
great way to potentially pull in a few more people each 
week.  Craigslist is growing widely popular and again it is 
FREE.  Clubswim.com also allows for a swim school or 
swim lesson posting at no cost.  Clubswim.com pulls up 
pretty high on search engine ranking and may be an easy 
way for people searching for swim lesson, water aerobics 
or	other	services	to	find	you.
 Word of mouth is hands down the best way to draw 
in new clients.  Ask your existing customers to help.  
Create an e-mail postcard that your customers can 
forward on to all the friends and families they have saved 
in their contacts.  Have the customers ask their friends 
and family to forward the e-mail on to anyone else they 
may know with children in the family.  The e-mail chain 

may help get the word out quickly and the cost is 

nothing.  Text messages are becoming a popular method 
of communication.  If possible, send a text to former 
and current customers and ask if they will forward the 
message to friends or families.  
 Often local radio stations or the local morning news 
will give away donated items on the air.  Offering a gift 
certificate	to	be	given	away	on	air	might	be	an	easy	way	
to sell to others who might be watching or listening.  
Take	a	visit	to	local	fire	departments,	police	stations	
and hospitals and offer a free lesson for all department 
employees.		Most	of	these	places	will	post	a	flyer	for	you	
in the employee lounge areas.  Car door magnets can 
be fairly low cost to order.  Provide car door magnets 
and ask for employee volunteers or parent volunteers.  
Yard signs are also great marketing tools at low cost.  
Ask families if they would place one in their yard for a 
week and return it.  Be careful though as these signs are 
often taken very easily.  Volunteer to provide free water 
safety talks at local PTA’s, mom’s groups, pre schools 
and more.  Of course a press release for a new product, 
service or special event may sometimes help as well.
 If all else fails you can always ask congress for 
a bailout!
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Kicking: It’s Really About Balance
By Mary Reilly-Magee

Love To Swim School, San Antonio, TX
 It’s a major complaint: “My kick gets me nowhere”; 
“My legs seem to drag behind me”; “All my energy 
is	eaten	up	by	my	useless	kick”.	The	solution:	find	
your balance in the water. When a swimmer’s body 
is balanced, the head and the feet align, making 
movement through the water much more like coasting 
easily down a hill than struggling uphill. Balance 
places the feet at the surface, making movement of 
the feet easy and productive. 
 Okay, so how do you achieve this nirvana 
called balance? Start with the head. The top of the 
head must be wet (i.e. in the water) and pointing 
directly at the wall you’re swimming toward. The 
eyes should be on the bottom of the pool, drawing 
a perpendicular line to the bottom, with the face 
paralleling	the	floor.	If	this	is	done	correctly,	the	
back of the head will have a little island in the center 
of it. Keep in mind that your body must be inline at 
all times. This means the head, spine, butt and feet 
are aligned, like a balanced human teeter-totter. 
Lean on the forehead and the sternum equally and 
simultaneously and your butt and feet will come up. 
Once your feet are up and you feel the existence 
of	head,	back	and	butt	islands,	gently	flutter	your	

feet to keep them from sinking and to give slight, 
effortless if slow, propulsion. 
 So now, about the actual technique involved in 
kicking: it should be effortless, originate from the hip, be 
done with a relatively straight leg, and have a short width 
between	the	feet	with	a	fast	fluttering	tempo.	Seems	like	
a lot for something that’s supposed to be effortless. But 
try this: imagine yourself swimming through a cylinder. 
If your kick is too wide or your kick originates from the 
knees, your feet will hit the walls of the cylinder, making 
your freestyle unbalanced and not streamlined. In other 
words, it will be a struggle. 
 A kick that is too wide is often the result of an 
unbalanced body. It’s done to compensate. Deep feet 
require a wide kick to get the feet to break the surface. 
If the body is balanced, the wide kick is unnecessary 
and uncomfortable. Ideally, kicking should be a 
comfortable, natural motion that works in time with 
freestyle’s rolling movement. Too much kicking 
becomes drag instead of propulsion. 
	 Again,	find	and	practice	your	balance	first,	then	
discover how easy it is to move through the water 
effortlessly with a relaxed, comfortable, straight-
legged	flutter	kick.

Around the Association
 Kids are TOPS Sports Center in Centerville, OH 
is keeping up with the reeling economy by continuing 
to offer all the activities they have been, and their 
enrollment is UP!  Not just in swimming - but across 
the board. Owners Debbie & Gary Gantz say they 
owe it to their continued marketing of thirty second 
television	spots	and	post	card	flyers	mailed	out	by	
staff every two months to update the child’s progress. 
They have also brought a “wheel of fortune” to their 
lobby; a reward incentive for customers to bring 
friends.  The wheel has a list of prizes that pertain to 
merchandise and lesson discounts. The customers 
that get to spin it are the ones responsible for a referral 
walking through the door; the card has the current 
students name on it.

 King’s Swim Academy in Redwood City, CA 
has kept momentum around the pool by continuing 
the half-off registration fee to former students, and 
placing	a	10%	off	first	session	registration	in	a	local	
mom’s club newsletter.

 Swim Kids, Inc. in Tuscaloosa, AL has the 
advantage of being in a college town and enjoys 
spring breaks with the college kids, because 
everyone goes on vacation!  However, in a town full of 
information and education, Co-owner Vance Rose 

takes advantage of business workshops posted in the 
business buildings in the area and participates in the 
free feedback that is constantly around the University 
of Alabama. Vance advises, ‘Find out about your local 
colleges around your area, and take those workshops 
about independent business and marketing.’

 The Swim of Things in North Royalton, OH ran 
a week-long “Kids Swimming 4 Kids” fundraiser, in 
April.	Kohl’s	department	store	donated	$500	and	five	
volunteers to help with the day long kick off to the week. 
There was an after Easter egg hunt, with bounce house 
and an in the pool egg hunt.  A bar-b-que company 
set up in the parking lot and supplied the food.  Laps 
were swum, and money was collected.  Owner, Anna 
Paliwoda says, ‘we had safety workshops set up 
outside educating about “reach or throw don’t go” and 
bubble and jump rope stations.’

 Sharing your Swim School News . . . If you have 
exciting events or happenings at your swim school that 
you would like to share with other Association members, 
this is the place to do it!  Items may include, but are not 
limited to:  awards, special events, recognitions and 
items you are proud of. Send your news flashes and 
photos to office@USSwimSchools.org.



Board of Directors - “Board Bits”  
 The Board of Directors are working on the up 
coming conferences. The next conference will be 
in San Diego in October. Other future conferences 
will be The Champions Club event which will be in 
January of 2010. We will be having the event on a 
Cruise Ship! The Spring Workshop will be in San 
Antonio, TX in February of 2010. Other news--The 
board	continues	to	review	all	finances	of	the	swim	
school association, oversee the infant/toddler 
classes, public relations, mentoring, and other 
areas of the association.

Membership Qualifications 
 In an attempt to preserve the integrity of 

the of core purpose and goal of the U.S. Swim 
School Association – “to support the efforts of 
for-profit	swim	schools”	–	the	Board	of	Directors	
has ruled that swim schools that are applying for 
membership must generate 80% of their income 
from child-related activities and that they cannot be 
a publically traded business.  Any and all schools 
that are currently members of the Association, but 
do not meet these criteria will be grandfathered 
in as long as they maintain their membership 
and do not lapse.  If you are one of these swim 
schools and have questions, please call Sue at the 
association	office	to	discuss	this	matter.

Kids Swimming for Kids 2009:
It’s not too late to plan an event at your school!

For an information packet on running a Kids Swimming for Kids Event at your school, contact:
Lana Whitehead

lana@swimkidsusa.us
(480)820-9109


